Cox Business® Managed Router and Security
Keeping Your Business Secure and Connected To Your Network From Anywhere

Fast and secure Internet access is the lifeblood of your business and your data. Managed Router and Security provides advanced malware protection and an adaptive, next-generation firewall service designed for a new era of threat. This solution delivers integrated threat defense for the entire attack continuum.

- **Protection** against unauthorized access to your network and devices
- **Remote-VPN Access** gives your workforce the ability to securely access service in the office or on-the-go with a virtual private network
- **Content Filtering** to combat malware and limit access to unproductive websites and applications
- **Vulnerability scanning** of your network and sites to detect potential security gaps and generate reports with recommended solutions
- **Next generation firewall** provides advanced threat protection, breach protection and remediation
- **Data services** provide deployment, monitoring and change management (software configuration updates) of your on-premise router
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Superior Multilayered Protection
Stay prepared for known and advanced threats, including targeted and persistent malware attacks. The Cisco ASA with FirePOWER Services delivers advanced security features, including:

- **Application Visibility and Control**
  Monitor application performance and troubleshoot issues, helping you deliver business policies across the network.

- **Analytics and Automation**
  Automatically access real-time data in your network.

- **Advanced Malware Protection**
  Detection, blocking, tracking, analysis and remediation help protect against threats.

- **Built-in Network Profiling**
  Customize your network to your business’ needs.

- **URL Filtering**
  Comprehensive alerts and control of suspicious web traffic and enforce policies of URLs.

- **Intrusion Prevention**
  Restrict unauthorized visitors from your network, which keeps your business secure.

Reduced Costs and Complexity
Easily integrating with your existing IT environment and network, our solution streamlines operations to correlate threats, assess their impact, and attributes user identities to security events – all of which help reduce capital and operating costs while simplifying administrative tasks.

Unprecedented Network Visibility
Experience the ability to monitor your network activity, even across multiple company locations. The dashboards provide a clear picture of users, devices, communication between servers, vulnerabilities, threats, client-side applications, files, and websites.